Section Two:
The Explanation for Those
Inclined toward the Unelaborate
7/////////////

N

ow, for the benefit of those inclined toward the unelaborate,
there are five topics in the inner explanation of the definitive inti-

mate instruction, the meaning of the text:
1. The topic of the narrative account in order to create confidence
2. The topic of the divisions of yoga in order to recognize the
introduction into the general and specific characteristics of the
vehicles
3. The topic of the purpose in order to be free from the illness of
fever through the effort of verbosity
4. The topic of the words that disclose the context in order to conquer the syllables of the words
5. The explanation of the names of the root topics in order to
explain that all phenomena are gathered into the state of one’s
vidyā free from a basis of proliferation
Further, the Union of the Sun and Moon Tantra states:
Recognize the name with the root topic.
Explain the entryways with the topic of yoga.
Rest in one’s own state with the topic of the purpose.
Present the main section with the topic of the words.
Satisfy minds with the topic of the narrative account. [12a]

Regarding the validity of defining these five topics, since the five
afflictions that are the basis of taming exist in the continuum of a single
person to be tamed, those five topics are explained to be the taming
remedy. Nonreferential meditation is intended for those afflicted with
ignorance. The nonreferential view is intended for those afflicted with
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hatred. The conduct free from accepting and rejecting is intended for
those afflicted with desire. The basis free from deviation and obscuration is intended for those afflicted with pride. The result without abandonments or obtainments is intended for those afflicted with jealousy.
As such, there is no need for more than five topics. The topics would be
incomplete if there were fewer, therefore, five topics are defined.
The [Union of the Sun and Moon Tantra] states:
If the topic of the narrative account is not explained,
there will be the fault of lack of confidence
in this great secret definitive discourse.
If the root topic is not explained,
there will be the fault of endlessness
because all phenomena will not be included in vidyā.
If the topic of yoga is not explained,
the greater and lesser stages will be meaningless
because vehicles are not differentiated. [12b]
If the topic of the words is not explained,
there will be the fault of not conquering the syllables
of the words that clarify the tantras in stages.
If the topic of the purpose is not explained,
there will be the fault of lack of purpose
for the Great Perfection free from efforts.

2.1 First, there are two in the explanation of the subjects of the narrative
account to create confidence: (1) the narrative account of buddhahood,
the method of buddhahood for a single person (the support) and (2)
the narrative account of sentient beings that confirms the precious oral
tradition.
2.1.1 First, the narrative account of buddhahood for the person (the
support): Some people with incorrect views make the claim, “As such,
though an explanation through the five perfections may be profound,
the method of buddhahood, the tantras, the techniques of practice, and
signs of realization do not exist.”
Ultimately, the texts of the tantras are explained with eleven topics:
1. Demonstrating how the basis (the natural reality of entities) is
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present in the beginning before realization produced buddhas
and nonrealization produced sentient beings
2. Confirming the way delusion occurs regarding the basis present in that way [13a]
3. Demonstrating the principle of how that basis is present as
the basis or seed of perfect complete buddhahood in sentient
beings at the time of delusion
4. Demonstrating where such a basis is located within oneself in
this life
5. Demonstrating through which path the pristine consciousness
of vidyā (present in such a way) travels
6. Demonstrating the path that the pristine consciousness of
vidyā emerges from or the door through which the pristine
consciousness of vidyā arises
7. Demonstrating in which field that pristine consciousness
(which has arisen through the doorway) appears
8. Demonstrating how a person (the support of that pristine consciousness of vidyā that appears in the field) practices
9. Identifying the signs of practice
10. Demonstrating how the bardo of dharmatā arises when the
lazy do not make time to practice even when they possess the
intimate instructions for this
11. Demonstrating what are the great stages of ultimate liberation
Further, the Realms and Transformations of Sound Tantra states:
What are the critical points of the origin of saṃsāra? [. . .]55
How does the delusion of sentient beings occur?
What is the reality of the pristine consciousness of one’s vidyā?
In what location is it located?
Through what path does it arise?
What is the door to the arising of pristine consciousness? [. . .]56
55. Two lines are elided from the citation: ’das pa’i tha ma gang gis bzung// sangs rgyas ma
’khrul gnad ’di ci/.
56. Two lines are elided from the citation: sgron ma’i gnad ni ji lta bu// de’i mtshan nyid ji ltar
snang/.
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What is the critical point of the field in which it arises?57
How does one practice? [13b]
What are the signs of that and what are the authoritative
appearances?
What are the appearances of the bardo?
Into what liberation is one’s mind liberated?

The String of Pearls Tantra states:
Although reality is inconceivable,
pristine consciousness has three aspects.
Though there are many bases of delusion,
the basis of delusion is natural perfection and compassion.
Abiding within oneself are the kāyas, families,58 and pristine
consciousnesses.
The location of buddhamind is in the center of the heart.
The path is the four nāḍīs;59 vāyu causes movement.
There are four gates of arising: the eyes and so on.
The field is the sky free of clouds.
The practice is trekchö and thögal.
The gauge is the yoga of four confidences.
The bardo is the meeting of the mother and child.
The stage of liberation is first.60

57. Two lines are elided from the citation: nges rten khyad par gang gis sgrub// blo rims gnad
ni ji lta bu/.
58. Following the reading given at 264b in the Clarification of the String of Pearls.
59. These four nāḍīs will be explained below.
60. Following ADZ.

